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Proliferation of competition laws
since the beginning of the 1990’s

4
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More than 61 new competition laws since 1998

1998 Bulgaria, Gabon, Cameroon, Malawi, South Africa,…………...5
1999 Belgium, Indonesia, Thailand, Slovenia, Saint Vincent,
Cyprus,…………………………………………………………….. 6
2000 Armenia, Morocco, Lithuania, Moldova, Uruguay, Cape Verde,
Fiji, Uruguay………………………………………… …………..8
2001 Slovakia, Ukraine, Bosnia-Herzegovina, Kazakhstan,
Saint Lucia, Antigua and Barbuda……………………… .……6
2002 Austria, Azerbaidjan, Latvia, Barbados, Papua New Guinea..5
2003 Albania ,Algeria, Mauritius, Namibia, Tanzania, Ethiopia ........6
2004 Jordan, Laos, Saudi Arabia, Vietnam, Jersey, Luxembourg,
Singapore, El Salvador, Paraguay…………......................…….9
2005 Serbia, Macedonia, Honduras, Egypt, El Salvador, Austria…..6
2006 Montenegro, Nicaragua, Colombia, Kazakhstan, Qatar………5
2007 China, Mauritius, Nepal…………………………………………...3
2008 Syria, Feroe Islands………………………………………… …..2
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More than 63 countries have
upgraded their competition law
1998 Estonia, UK………….………………………… ………………………… 2
1999 Cyprus , Mali, Korea, Taiwan………………………………… …………..4
2000 Poland, Denmark, Brazil, Algeria, Mongolia …………… ……………….5
2001 Burkina Faso, Estonia, Malta, Ukraine, Argentina , New Zealand……...6
2002 India, Ireland, UK, Belarus ……...……..………………………...………....4
2003 Albania, Portugal, Bulgaria, Croatia, Chile, Greece……………………...6
2004 Czech Republic, Finland, Latvia, Norway, Slovenia, Chile, Venezuela .7
2005 Turkey, Bosnia Herzegovina, Portugal, Argentina, Brazil, Peru,
Uruguay, Andean Community, Israel, Greece, Hungary ……………….12
2006 Kazakhstan, Austria, Belgium, Russia, Turkey, Mexico, France……… .7
2007 Spain, India, Denmark, Pakistan, Australia……………………………;;…5
2008 Egypt, Israel, Japan, Korea, Bulgaria, Germany……………………;;…...6
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Scope
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Economic
analysis
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Convergence and soft harmonization

16
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Convergence in competition law
and enforcement
Goals

July 2001: Mario Monti: « the goal of competition policy in
all its aspects is to protect consumer welfare »

Coverage

Exclusionary practices, Exploitative abuses
Anticompetitive agreements (horizontal and vertical,
abuse of dominance, monopolization, merger control)
Economics based approach

Substance

Vertical agreements: Commission Regulation 2790/1999 on
vertical restrictions
Merger control: December 2003 New European merger
test « significant impediment to effective competition »
Compare Horizontal Merger Guidelines with the European
Commission’s own guidelines
Abuse of Dominance: December 2008 Publication of EC
guidance on exclusionary abusive behaviour by dominant
17
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Convergence in competition law
and enforcement

Instruments

Ex: All OECD countries (and many non-OECD countries) now have
a leniency program. Many competition authorities now have
dawn raids power and settlement procedures

Priorities

Cartel enforcement: OECD Hard Core Cartel Recommendation;
increased severity. In the EU there were 21 cartel decisions in the
period 1990-1999 and 66 decisions in the period 2000-2009 in
the EU fines amounted to approx € 830 ml in the period 19901999 and to more than € 13 bl in the period 2000-2009).

Remedies

Some coordination: US/EU , others
18

Fast convergence of instruments:
ex. leniency programs
The first discussion on leniency programs happened at the OECD at the end of the
1990s following the adoption by the Council of the 1998 Recommendation
on Hard Core Cartels.
In particular, the 2002 OECD Report of the Committee on Fighting Hard Core
Cartels Harm, Effective Sanctions and Leniency Programmes promoted the use
of leniency programs as one of the most effective, if not the most effective,
enforcement tools to fight cartels in the OECD. When the report was drafted only a
few OECD jurisdictions had a leniency/amnesty policy (US effectively since1993; EU
since 1996, Korea since 1997), while others had only announced that they were
going to adopt similar programs (Canada, UK, Germany, France and Sweden.
Today, all 34 OECD jurisdictions have leniency/amnesty programs.
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Areas where convergence
is less obvious

-1) Scope of competition laws ( state aid control/ abuse of buying power etc…ex EU)
-2) Relationship of competition authority with sectoral regulators ( cf UK model versus
upcoming Dutch model or Australian model or New Zealand model)
-3) Positions on type I versus type II errors ( Type I in US versus type II in Europe)
-4) Substantive analysis of exclusionary abuses of dominance/monopolization (including
concept of essential facility, treatment of refusal to deal or discounts) (ex Trinko)

20
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The process of convergence:
four models
Race to the bottom
laxist policy

Economic threat of
losing capital and
competitiveness
if inadequate
regulation

Neoliberal
institutionalism
WTO
Trade agreements

External pressure
constrains the autonomy
of countries

Daniel W. Drezner, Globalization and Policy
Convergence, International Studies Review,
Vol. 3, No. 1 (Spring, 2001), pp. 53-78

Power of autonomous
agents; choice among
alternative policies
policy coordination

World society approach:
global culture
dominant model
OECD; ICN
Ideational pressures
leaders fear looking like
laggards if they do not
adopt similar policies

Elite consensus
Approach
Economic Approach
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Antitrust convergence: is the glass
half empty or half full ?

This paper makes the case that despite different histories, cultures,
legal
systems,
and
statutes,
and
not
withstanding
occasional
differences, the competition authorities of the United States, the
European Union (EU), and other developed countries have substantially
converged toward a consumer welfare based model of antitrust
enforcement.

Substantial Antitrust Convergence, Margaret Bloom, ABA Antitrust Section Spring Meeting,
Washington, DC March 30 - April 1, 2005
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Antitrust convergence: is the glass
half empty or half full ?

“(…) the factors that influence decisional outcomes in the US
system are often virtually unique. To assume that competition law
systems throughout the world are likely to converge around them is
to underestimate this uniqueness and the impact of this uniqueness
on the mechanics of antitrust convergence”.

International Antitrust Convergence:The Real and Imagined Roles of U.S. Antitrust Law, David J. Gerber2005
ABA Spring Antitrust Meeting, March 30, 2005, in Washington, D.C.
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The future of convergence

“« Given the relative
weakness of its impetus factors and the
obstacles that convergence face there is little basis for expecting
extensive convergence to occur (at least in the near future) across
wide ranges and dimensions of competition law and on a global
basis ».

?

David Gerber, « Global Competition law, markets, and Globalization, Oxford University
Press, p289
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Is the heterogenity of antitrust law
systems unique ?
Consider
also
the
insolvency
of
a
multinational
corporate
enterprise, with assets, debtors and creditors scattered around the
world. It is possible to address that insolvency through an
aggregation
of
local
bankruptcy
proceedings
conducted
under
national bankruptcy laws— one in each country in which assets of
that enterprise are located. Yet without a global plan to identify all
assets and to ensure that all creditors are treated similarly, no fair
distribution can take place—and certainly the reorganization of that
enterprise would be difficult. Here, then, the goal of equitable
distribution of an insolvent enterprise’s assets has shifted up to the
global level.
Consider also : Securities
Intellectual Property etc…

,

Environment,

Corruption,

Taxation,
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Cost of procedural heterogeneity
Hansen highlights the various challenges faced by leniency applicants
having participated in an international cartel, which can act as a deterrent to
their cooperation as well as hinder cooperation among competition agencies.
These include, inter alia:
• Different timing of the investigative steps;
• Different requirements for the marker, and the leniency and immunity
applicant;
• Different scope of proceedings, and in turn, standards of leniency
and
immunity;
• Leaks from leniency to non-leniency jurisdictions;
• Risks of evidence leaking to third parties, such as the plaintiffs;
Difficulty of reconciling demands on witnesses;
• Inability to comply with strict confidentiality requirements in
leniency
regimes (such as the EU regime);
• National legal constraints on authorities
1) Review of the experience gained so far in enforcement cooperation, including at the
regional level, Note by the UNCTAD secretariat, Geneva, 19-21 July 2011 and Hansen's
presentation

at
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Competition law enforcement
and complementary policies

28
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Determinants of
competition

Macroeconomic
policy

Rule of Law
Elimination of
Corruption
Consumer
Policy

Liberalization of
International Trade
International Competition

Competition Law Enforcement
Institutional Design of the Authority
Relationship with Courts
Competition Advocacy

Industrial Policy
National champions
Link
industrial policy makers

Promotion of
a competition
culture

Regulatory
reform
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The influence of the financial crisis
on competition law and policy
1) Consultation/Advocacy
Ex: US Banking mergers ( DOJ and FED simultaneous competition assessments)
But US lack of consultation of FTC on automobile bailout package
2) Advocacy : substantial:
Does competition make a difference ?
3) Is the model of the independent competition authority the best model ?
Participation in governmental decision making process
Ex: Status of Korean KFTC chairman, status of the EC Commission; is there a trade off
between independence and influence?
4) Control of impact of government interventions on competition
Ex EC State Aid Control, France (binding opinions of competition authority in some
cases).
30

The influence of the financial crisis
on competition law and policy
5) Renewed focus on principal-agent relationship in corporate structures
(board governance)

6) Limits of the neoclassical model
economics)

( possible developments toward behavioural

7) Issue of social responsibility of firms (employment, compensation, environment,
climate etc…..)

8) Relationship between regulation and competition

31
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Building a competition culture
In any country, the building of a competition culture is a complex and long process.
Undertaking this process is necessary, however, if countries are to reap the benefits of
open and competitive market systems.
Having an appropriately designed competition law is a first step but in many countries
the enforcement of the law is unsatisfactory due to a faulty institutional design of the
competition authority, lack of experience of competition law enforcers or insufficient
resources.
Effective enforcement of the law is not a sufficient condition to create a competitive
market system.
Ex ante compliance with the law by economic actors is even more important than ex
post elimination of anticompetitive behaviors by the competition authority.
The degree of ex ante compliance with the law will depend on a number of factors:
knowledge of the law, deterrence of the law enforcement system, understanding of the
value of competitive markets, social responsibility of firms, rationality of business
decisions etc.
.
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Building a competition culture
The ability of a competition law system to deliver its expected benefits in a country will
also depend on the broader economic environment in which it operates. Its performance
will depend on the robustness of the legal environment of business as well as on the
degree of political consensus on the value of competition and on whether the industrial
policy, trade policy or deregulation policy, etc. make it possible for the competition
mechanism to expand to all markets or limit its scope.
Thus competition authorities have two very different functions: a competition law
enforcement function and a competition advocacy function with the general public,
consumers, the business community, government , academia , the press etc., to ensure
the existence of an environment favorable to market competition.
One of the most important questions faced by competition authorities is how to be more
effective in advocating for competition and building a competition culture. This question
raises complex technical issues and institutional issues

34

Building a competition culture
Foreign competition
authorities

Academia

Business
Community
Consumers
Competition law
enforcement
agency

Lobbying
Interest groups

Legislators

Regulators
Administrators
Judiciary
Policy
makers

Media
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Competition advocacy
Habits

Vested interests

Laziness

Conflicting political
goals

Misunderstanding
Ignorance
36
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Exclusionary practices

38

Exploitative practices
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Suppressing competition:
anticompetitive mergers

40

Competition advocacy
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Does the global antitrust system
need to be fixed ?
Gerber: « As long as conflicts are few and minor in importance, the
conflict-generating
tendency
of
unilateral
jurisdictionalism
may
be
overlooked, but as these conflicts become more frequent and more
costly, they will attract increasing attention and concern.
Randy Tritell ( FTC) “Conflicting outcomes in merger reviews make
for interesting conference programs but the real headline in this
area is the rarity of such conflicts, especially given that there are
now nearly 100 merger review regimes worldwide.
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Potential conflicts in competition
law enforcement
Legislators

Legislators
Multilateral agreement ?

Convergence
of NCAs

Cooperation
between
NCAs, Courts

Different scopes of
competition law
Exceptions/ exemptions

Agriculture
SMES
Industrial policy

Substantive differences
in competition law provisions

Parallel pricing
Abuse of dom.
RPM

Strategic use of competition Law

Differences/ inconsistencies in
substantive analysis
Procedural differences
Negative externalities in
enforcement and gaps
Loss of operational
jurisdiction of NCAs

Rebates/discounts
IP and essential
facilities/Abuse of
dominance
Transnational
Mergers
Export Cartels
Unilateral
juridictionalism
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Few actual conflicts
Cases

Year

Conflicts

Dyestuff

1972

Cartel

Uranium Westinghouse

1982

Cartel

Transatlantic Ocean
Shipping
IBM

1983

Cartel

1985

Abuse of Dominance

Wood Pulp

1988

Cartel

1991

Merger

1993

Cartel

1997

Merger

1999

Merger

2001

Merger

2004

Abuse of Dominance

De Havilland AleniaAerospatiale
California/Hartford Fire
Insurance
Boeing/McDonnell Douglas
Air Liquide /BOC
General Electric/Honeywell
Microsoft
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Cooperation
Even, if all countries had the same competition
characterized
by
unilateral
juridictionalism,
there
conflicts in the treatment of global competition issues:

law, in
would

a world
still
be

-Each
country’s
jurisdiction

limited

operational

competition

authority

would

have

-There would be gaps in enforcement
Thus a system of cooperation is a necessary complement to convergence.
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Political economy of cooperation
among competition authorities
International cooperation significantly enhances the autonomy of EU and US
competition authorities.
If cooperation fails and competition authorities clash over individual cases, they
become susceptible to external influence. Then,
-Governments may try to intervene;
-Firms can choose forums;
-Judges get the ultimate say in cases of conflict.
-By contrast, trans-governmental networking makes competition authorities
institutionally more independent and allows them to privilege more clearly
undistorted competition over other policy goals.
-Michael Blauberger, The Governance of Overlapping Jurisdictions. How International Cooperati on Enhancesthe
Autonomy of Competi ti on Authorities, Transformation of State Working paper 102, Bremen 2009
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Regional cooperation on competition

-1) The economy of a country is usually more deeply integrated with other
economies of the same region than with more distant economies;

-2) Furthermore neighbouring countries may have
economic development and share the same legal systems;

fairly

similar

levels

of

-3) Finally regional agreements are easier to negotiate hence the idea of regional
cooperation on competition.
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Regional cooperation on competition
A large number of regional agreements on competition ( often in the context of a
trade agreement establishing a custom’s union or a common market) have
developed in Latin America and Africa : ex
-Mercosur ( 4 member states, custom union) ,
Andean Community (5 member states)
-Caricom (15 member states,single market economy),
-Waemu (9 member states, common market),
-Ecowas (15 member states, economic community),
-Comesa (19 member states, common market),
-SACU ( 5 member states, custom union),
-The Southern African Development Community ( case specific cooperation)
-East African Community (EAC) ( 3 states, custom union),
-The European competition network (all EU members,cooperation on competition)
-the Nordic countries (4 states, cooperation on competition including exchange of
confidential information),
-the Interstate Council on Antimonopoly Policy of the Commonwealth of
Independent States (joint investigations of interregional markets),
-The Association of Southeast Asian Nations, ((ASEAN Regional Guidelines on Competition Policy)
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Regional cooperation on competition

A number of the agreements require
domestic law competition laws( Comesa);

the

member

States

to

establish

a

Some agreements provide for a « federal » competition law even if all
countries party to the agreement do not have a domestic competition law ( ex
Caricom, Waemu);
Some agreements provide
member states; (EU, Waemu)

for

the

direct

application

of

Other agreements provide for a cooperation mechanism
States or their competition authorities ( ex Comesa, Mercosur);

the

federal

between

the

law

in

Member
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Cooperation between competition authorities
from developed and developing countries:
some successes
89. « More cooperation in merger
involving United States and EU authorities.

reviews

now

happens

For
example,
Zambian
and
Zimbabwean
competition
each other and the Australian competition authorities
assessment of the Coca-Cola/Schweppes merger in 1998.

in

mergers

not

authorities
consulted
during their merger

In addition, the Zambian and Zimbabwean authorities engaged in extensive
consultations
during
the
Rothmans
of
Pall
Mall/British
American
Tobacco
(1999) merger in order to arrive at appropriate decisions, given their close
geographical and economic proximity ».

(1) Review of the experience gained so far in enforcement cooperation, including at the regional level, Note by the UNCTAD
secretariat, 10 May 2011
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Cooperation among competition
authorities from developing and
developed countries: many failures
In May 2004, the Turkish Authority initiated an informal request to the
Directorate General for Competition (DG COMP), inquiring
whether the
ongoing investigation of a cartel in the electrical
equipment industry
revealed any information about the cartel’s activities in Turkey.

EU’s
EU’s
had

DG Comp replied that it could not
provide any information to the TCA
because
the
material
collected
was
confidential
and
subject
to
the
disclosure prohibition applied
to such material by Article 28 of the EU’s
general competition
regulation (No. 2003R001). DG COMP also noted that,
under Article36 of the Customs Union Agreement, any informationexchanges between Turkey
and
the
EU
were
subject
to
“the
limitations
imposed by the requirements of professional and business secrecy ».
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Positive Comity: theTurkish Experience
In June 2004, the TCA initiated a more formal request to DG COMP under
Article 43 of the Customs Union Agreement. Article
43 provides that either the
EU or Turkey may request the other
party to initiate enforcement action if
conduct carried out in the
territory of the second party adversely affects the
interests of the
requesting party. Under Article 43(3), however, the second
party retains
full
discretion
to
decide
whether
or
not
to
initiate
an
investigation. The TCA’s request arose from an investigation into a possible
cartel in the coal industry that involved enterprises based in
EU member
countries but whose activities affected Turkish markets.
The TCA sought an
investigation by DG COMP and also requested that, if no EC enforcement
action resulted, any relevant investigative information be provided to the TCA.
In its response, DG COMP
referred to the discretion it retained under Article
43(3) and noted
that the Commission saw no appreciable effect in the EU
arising
from the conduct in question. Further, the response observed that
because
any
information
obtained
would
have
been
seized
during
an
investigation, EU confidentiality regulations would have prevented its disclosure to the TCA.
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Plurilateral or multilateral
cooperation networks

Promote soft harmonization, non case specific cooperation and technical
assistance:
-OECD
-ICN

(
(

Governmental
Best

practices

Recommendations,
ex

Anti-cartel

substantial

analyis)

Enforcement

Manual)

- UNCTAD (Model law, The UN set, development dimension)
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International Foras on Competition
OECD

ICN

UNCTAD

WTO

Membership

Member States

Competition
Authorities

Member States

Member
States

Format

Restricted

Multilateral

Multilateral

Multilaterakl

Scope

Economic Policy

Competition

Economic policy and
Development

Trade and
Intellectual
Property

Focus

Competition Policy

Competition Law
Enforcement

Competition and
Development

Trade

Economics of
Competition Law
Experience in
Competition
Law

Yes

Varied

Varied

Varied

Instruments

Recommendations
to Governments
Peer Reviews

Best Practices for
CAs

Recommendations to
Governements
Peer Reviews

Binding
Commitments

DSM

No

NO

No

Yes

OECD Priorities as seen by the
International Competition Community

1) Source : OECD ICN questionnaire on cooperation, February 2013

ICN Priorities as seen by the International
Competition Community
Rank

# of “High Priority” Ratings by
Respondents

Project

1

20

ICN Recommended Practices with Respect to Co-operation on Cartel,
Merger and/or Unilateral Conduct Enforcement Matters

2

16

ICN Working Group Reports on Cooperation on Cartel, Merger and/or
Unilateral Conduct Enforcement Matters, Comparing Cooperation
Practices, Rules and Experiences

3

15

ICN Guidance with Respect to Cooperation on Cartel, Merger and/or
Unilateral Conduct/Abuse of Dominance Enforcement Matters

4

13

5

12

6

10

Broaden/Replicate ICN Cartel Working Group Charts Summarizing
Information Sharing Mechanisms for Other Enforcement Areas

7

9

Revision of Cooperation-related Provisions of ICN Recommended
Practices on Merger Notification and Procedure

8

6

Broaden/Replicate Framework for Merger Review Cooperation for
Other Enforcement Areas

Model Bilateral Cooperation Agreement
Model Confidentiality Waivers for Cartel, Merger and/or Unilateral
Conduct Enforcement Matters

1) Source : OECD ICN questionnaire on cooperation, February 2013

Conclusion
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Thank you for your attention

Frederic.jenny@gmail.com
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